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Abstract
Despite the heightened efforts to implement eco-labeling schemes as the market-based vehicle for improving environ-
mental quality, the overall effectiveness of eco-labels are still uncertain due to complex and sometimes unexpected
market responses. In this paper, we assess the overall changes in carbon emissions resulting from two types of labeling
on fresh apples, carbon labels and location designation labels (e.g., locally grown), both of which can have mixed impli-
cations for carbon emissions due to fluctuating supply chain factors. We employ an equilibrium displacement model that
integrates existing estimates of differences across production systems, and our own estimates of consumer responses to
labels in order to simulate the changes in prices, trade flows and estimate carbon impacts across several scenarios in the
US fresh apple market. We find that both labels ultimately affect market outcomes and overall carbon emissions. With
location designation labels, consumers’ preference for local products leads to a net decrease in carbon emissions during
the local growing season, while the interaction of various market dynamics results in a subsequent net increase in carbon
emissions during the local off-season. The interaction of a carbon label with the location label lowers the overall attrac-
tiveness of products and reduces the quantity demanded, and thus, reduces the carbon emissions in both seasons.
Overall, providing the location designation label increases annual carbon emissions, whereas providing both the location
designation and carbon labeling decreases annual emissions. In short, the dynamics and interdependency of labeling
strategies are important to consider in the context of eco-labeling.
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The concept of sustainability has become a widely sought
after criterion in the food market. As one example, cor-
porate social responsibility initiatives are increasingly
common in the market place as companies strive to gain
consumer loyalty by promoting their firms’ efforts to be
better environmental stewards through labeling schemes
and public relations campaigns. As one specific strategy
on how local food systems may respond to eco-labels,
Schaefer and Blanke (2014) documented the proliferation
of carbon labels for horticultural products in Europe
along with the merits and shortcomings of those
schemes. Although they categorized labels by the poten-
tial for a product to result in a reduced environmental
impact, so that consumers can choose friendlier products
with respect to the environment, they also concluded that
such information may not be readily comprehended
(Schaefer and Blanke, 2014). Clearly, whether eco-labels

will bring about intended improvements in environmental
quality is a complex empirical question because the
market-wide outcome will depend on a set of place-
based ecological and supply chain factors, but also, inter-
actions between and within demand and supply responses
to eco-labeling and the underlying mechanism of the label
to influence environmental quality.
In the literature, both theoretical and empirical work

has been done to investigate whether eco-labeling would
affect market outcomes and environmental quality. For
example, Ibanez and Grolleau (2008) showed that the
overall impact of eco-labeling depends on the cost struc-
ture of the label certification and consumers’ preferences.
Kotchen (2005) analyzed a ‘green market’ in which con-
sumers can purchase green products that generate both
private and public benefits. The counterintuitive results
that Kotchen derived are that introducing or improving
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green technologies (e.g., by implementing eco-labels) can
improve or worsen environmental quality depending on
conditions such as the potential offsetting interactions
(gross complementarity) between the private and the
public benefits associated with the eco-label (Kotchen,
2005). Specifically, in a study analyzing the effect of
dolphin-safe canned tuna using actual purchase data,
Teisl et al. (2002) found that consumers substituted
away from canned tuna when the dolphin controversy
was publicized, but they substituted back to canned
tuna when a dolphin-safe label was introduced. Overall,
they found that consumers did respond to the dolphin-
safe label and the market share of eco-labeled canned
tuna had increased.
Previous research has also reported that market

reactions to green technologies can result in unintended
outcomes. In the case of participation in green electricity
programs, Jacobsen et al. (2010) reported that some con-
sumers increased their energy use after they participated
in the green electricity program (i.e., moral-licensing),
although they estimated that such increases in consump-
tion were small enough that the participation in the
green electricity program still resulted in a net gain in
environmental benefits. On the supply side, Langpap
and Wu (2011) investigated the case in which increased
production of corn-based bioenergy resulted in an aggre-
gate negative effect on environmental quality in the
region studied.
The previous studies indicated the importance of

considering market-wide effects to assess the effective-
ness of eco-labels and their underlying green technology
or sustainable practice adoption. In this paper, we aim
to analyze the effect of eco-labeling on overall carbon
emissions, but go one step further to analyze how
demand and supply shifts embedded in an equilibrium
displacement model (EDM) could be used to predict
net changes to carbon emissions from consumption
changes, taking seasons into consideration. We focus
on the fresh produce market, in particular, the fresh
apple market. Fresh produce is gaining much attention
from consumers, producers, government agencies and
media in the context of food miles and the role of the
local food movement in energy self-reliance. Although
others have explored seasonable fresh product systems an
exploration of a storable fruit raised in perennial orchard
systems offers another unique case to explore using a
more consumer- and price-focused method of market
analysis (Plawecki et al., 2014). In short, it is time to
explore whether behavioral changes in the food system
have a nontrivial impact on overall carbon emissions.
Although we rely on carbon emission estimates from

others’ examination of the supply chain, this paper con-
tributes to the literature by assessing the overall impact
of carbon labeling on carbon emissions when market-
wide reactions are estimated and new production and
trade flows are considered. There is continued interest in
how consumers respond to eco-labels, and with the

proliferation of complementary or competing labeling
schemes, the competitive dynamics of eco-labels for
food retailers will change. Moreover, as the outcomes
sought by environmental stakeholders continue to inter-
play with cause-based food production and marketing
strategies such as eco-labeling, it is important to evaluate
whether the desired environmentally beneficial outcomes
are likely to occur.

Food Trade and Carbon Labeling

Food miles represent the distance that food travels from
where it was produced to where it is consumed. The
concept has been linked to the local food movement,
and quickly gained momentum toward altering the land-
scape of the food market throughout the USA and other
countries. Although a simple distance as a proxy for
energy use is criticized as too simplistic, the local food
movement is anchored on the concept that food procured
locally uses less energy because of the shorter transport
distances (which may also improve freshness and
quality) (Smith et al., 2005).
The literature studying the motivation for consumers

to buy locally grown food is accumulating fairly
rapidly, with expected outcomes linked not only to
product quality (e.g., freshness), but also to character-
istics such as renewal of local community, support for
local farms and food businesses, preservation of local
farmland and reduction of food miles and carbon emis-
sions (e.g., Darby et al., 2008; Dentoni et al., 2009;
Martinez et al., 2010; Onozaka et al., 2011; Grebitus
et al., 2013). Just as an eco-labeling scheme aims to
invoke a voluntary contribution to public goods (e.g.,
Kotchen, 2005), it seems that the locally grown claim is
similarly linked to outcomes that are related to public
goods, albeit bundled with a broader set of potentially
complementary private outcomes (e.g., better perceived
quality, freshness for perishable items) compared with
other eco-labels.
However, it is more complicatedwhen one considers the

locally grown claim in conjunction with carbon emissions.
For example, in most countries, it is only possible to
produce certain crops for a limited season. Thus, the avail-
ability of products varies substantially by country or
region and season. The off-season demand is usually
met by imports from other countries or regions. To
compare the carbon footprint for a product procured
locally/regionally with the same one that is imported,
one must decompose the impacts because the local
product may only have a lower carbon footprint during
its primary production season, whereas the off-season
imported product requires a different set of calculations
depending on the supply chain (e.g., processing, storage).
Based on a recent study of lettuce production, distant
lettuce systems produced 4.3 times the carbon footprint
as local production (Plawecki et al., 2014). Although
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there are many new strategies to extend seasons so that
climate only minimally constrains outdoor production,
it is still common for local regions to use energy inten-
sive facilities in the off-season [e.g., controlled atmos-
phere (CA) facilities for apples and heated greenhouses
for tomatoes]. Some studies, in fact, reported that dom-
estic products consumed during the off-season are more
energy intensive than imported products (e.g., Saunders
et al., 2006; Mila i Canals et al., 2007; Sim et al., 2007).
Thus, in an analysis of a fresh produce market linked
to carbon footprint outcomes, it is essential to incorpor-
ate the production location claims to account for the
interrelated effects.
The motivation for the aforementioned studies has

been the increasing attention to climate change and
environmental impacts in a wide array of trade and inter-
national policy discussions. As the conflicts in political
economy among countries pose challenges for reaching
any global agreement in managing climate change, a
macro-level policy implementation, such as a carbon
tax, may be implausible as an immediate policy solution.
Instead, non-centralized, market-based approaches may
be considered as a viable alternative to at least partially
mitigate global carbon growth (Vandenbergh et al.,
2011). Carbon labeling, especially in a globally important
sector such as food, is one such example, which makes it
important and relevant to analyze the potential market
response and system-wide impact from carbon labeling
in an era where such labels are proliferating (Schaefer
and Blanke, 2014).
Although there have been some efforts to implement

carbon labeling in the marketplace, such as the program
administered by Carbon Trust (www.carbontrust.uk),
carbon labeling is still in its infancy and remains rela-
tively unknown to consumers (The Economist, 2011).
In the existing literature, few studies analyze consumer
responses to carbon labels. Vanclay (2011) studied the
actual purchase data from a store in Australia, where a
color-coded carbon label was attached to selected pro-
ducts. Only a small change in consumer purchase pat-
terns was found; however, a fairly significant increase
in sales was also found for less carbon intensive products
when that product was also the cheapest. Onozaka and
McFadden (2011) employed a national online survey
among the US consumers and found that consumers
value carbon labels and are willing to pay some
amount to reduce the carbon footprint. They found a
significant interaction between purchase location
claims and the carbon label; of note is that locally
grown products are punished more for having a high
carbon footprint, whereas imported products (which
are otherwise discounted) are rewarded in a countervail-
ing manner in the marketplace when associated with a
low carbon footprint (possibly because it mitigates at
least one consumer concern about imports).
The past literature offered evidence of potential for

carbon labeling as a market-based driver of change, but

its overall effectiveness is still uncertain. Moreover, since
the valuation of carbon labeling interacts with location
claims, any demand shifts to local or domestic food
should be taken into account in a system-based analysis.
Subsequently, the potential supply responses to increased
demand for local or domestic food (in- and off-season)
should also be taken into consideration.

Apple Market Characteristics

The apple market was selected as the focus of this study
because of its unique characteristics. First, apples are one
of the most commonly consumed fruits in the USA,
ranking third for consumption of fruits, with an average
per capita annual consumption of 48 lbs (National
Agricultural Statistics Service, United States Department
of Agriculture, 2008). Secondly, apples are cultivated
throughout mainland USA with measurable production
in all 50 US states, although Washington State accounted
for 60% of domestic production in 2010. The apple indus-
try has been shrinking in many other states since the late
1990s under the pressure of competition and oversupply
in the domestic and international markets. This leads to
the third point—a substantial amount of apples consumed
in the USA are imported (8.4 and 4.1% of the total annual
fresh domestic consumption and domestic supply/distri-
bution, respectively, in 2010) (U.S. Apple Association,
2011). Fourthly, because apples are not as perishable as
some other crops, they can be marketed over a longer
season using CA storage. Fifthly, apples are regarded as
a commodity, and there are still fairly competitive market
conditions as packers and marketers sell their apples to
retailers on the spot market, whereas big retailers such as
Wal-Mart and Costco use contracts with large suppliers
to ensure year-round supplies. Thus, the apple market is
an interesting case for this type of carbon footprint analy-
sis: the apple market can at least partially revert to more
localized sourcing conditions in a number of places in the
USA if market signals and forces are appropriate, and
the market’s scope is large enough to potentially alter
overall carbon emissions by changing the mixture of pro-
duction locations and supply chain practices.
It is also worth mentioning that, although there are

a variety of processed apple products that could serve
as substitutes for fresh apple consumption, focus
groups completed for this project noted that consumers
did not consider processed apple products as near substi-
tutes for fresh apples. Thus, we do not consider the
substitution effects, for example, of imported apples to
locally grown processed apple products during the
local off-season. Similarly, we did not consider substi-
tution effects of apples to other fresh fruits because
consumers seem to typically substitute within fresh
apple categories as evidenced by the fresh apple markets’
stable domestic consumption numbers (U.S. Apple
Association, 2011).
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Modeling Consumer Choices in a Broader
Economic Framework

EDMs are commonly used to explore the economic
implications of changing dynamics, market or policy
based, using estimates of how supply and demand sche-
dules will shift, while also accounting for key market
structure, price response and transmission relationships
across levels of the market. Thus, EDM models have
been used widely to estimate the market responses to
supply or demand shocks. The EDM approach is most
appropriate and interesting when the focus is on how
consumers and producers will differentially be impacted
by a changing dynamic in markets. In one recent
example, EDM was used to estimate the effect of the
state funded promotion of locally grown products
in South Carolina (Carpio and Isengildina-Massa,
2009). The model used here extends that of Carpio and
Isengildina-Massa by including the import market as
well, and then using the resulting market changes to
impute carbon footprint impacts given what we know
about consumer preferences for different sources (local,
domestic and imported) and carbon footprint labels.
Carbon footprint in this paper is defined as the total
amount of greenhouse gases (GHGs) emitted during
the production, storage and transportation of the
product (only to the site of sale—too little information
exists to estimate consumer transportation from store
to household). Thus, not only carbon dioxide, but also
other GHGs, such as methane, are included in the calcu-
lation, using the measure of global warming potential
converted to carbon equivalence (CO2E).
In the EDM estimation of the apple market, three

levels of product sourcing differentiation (local, domestic
and imported) are considered together with seasonality
effects (through decomposing the local in- and off-
seasons). In particular, the EDM models employed here
are two-region models, segmented by season assuming
that May–August is the ‘in-season’ and September–
April is the ‘off-season’ (with seasons defined according
to monthly import (USDA, Economic Research Service)
and shipping point price records (USDA, Agricultural
Marketing Service).
During the local season, it is assumed that all the

apples come from domestic or local sources. Any
locally produced apples are assumed to be consumed
during the season (i.e., no apple storage is assumed
based on terminal market information, which shows
only shipments from major domestic and international
sources occur in the off-season). During the off-season,
there are only two supply sources: stored domestic
apples and imported apples. Another simplifying
assumption is that ‘locally grown’ products are only
available in Colorado. This obviously does not reflect
current reality, but extending the EDM model to a
broader set of local designations would be problematic

because of the heterogeneous conditions across states,
so the domestic results from this model are limited
by this assumption. The EDM framework specifies
demand and supply equations for each region for each
season, market clearing conditions and price relation-
ships (price margins), yielding a total of 10 linear
equations for the in-season and 12 equations for the
off-season.

In-season

Region A (local)

Demand:

Dl
A;in ¼ Dl

A;in Pwl;in;Pwd;in; α
l
A;in

� �
ð1Þ

Dd
A;in ¼ Dd

A;inðPwl;in;Pwd;in; α
d
A;inÞ ð2Þ

Supply:

SlA;in ¼ SlA;inðPl;in;Pd;inÞ ð3Þ
SdA;in ¼ SdA;inðPl;in;Pd;inÞ ð4Þ

Region B (rest of the country)

Demand:

Dd
B;in ¼ Dd

B;inðPwd;in; α
d
B;inÞ ð5Þ

Supply:

SdB;in ¼ SdB;inðPd;inÞ ð6Þ
Market-Clearing Conditions

Dl
A;in ¼ SlA;in ð7Þ

Dd
A;in þDd

B;in ¼ SdA;in þ SdB;in ð8Þ
Price Relationships

Pwd;inð1þ twd;inÞ ¼ Pwl;in ð9Þ
Pd;inð1þ td;inÞ ¼ Pl;in ð10Þ

Off-season

Region A (local)

Demand:

Dd
A;off ¼ Dd

A;off ðPwd;off ;Pwi;off ; α
d
A;off Þ ð11Þ

Di
A;off ¼ Di

A;off ðPwd;off ;Pwi;off ; α
i
A;off Þ ð12Þ

Supply:

SdA;off ¼ SdA;off ðPd;off ;Pi;off Þ ð13Þ
SiA;off ¼ SiA;off ðPd;off ;Pi;off Þ ð14Þ
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Region B (rest of the country)

Demand:

Dd
B;off ¼ Dd

B;off ðPwd;off ;Pwi;off ; α
d
B;off Þ ð15Þ

Di
B;off ¼ Di

B;off ðPwd;off ;Pwi;off ; α
i
B;off Þ ð16Þ

Supply:

SdB;off ¼ SdB;off ðPd;off ;Pi;off Þ ð17Þ
SiB;off ¼ SiB;off ðPd;off ;Pi;off Þ ð18Þ

Market-Clearing Conditions

Dd
A;off þDd

B;off ¼ SdA;off þ SdB;off ð19Þ
Di

A;off þDi
B;off ¼ SiA;off þ SiB;off ð20Þ

Price Relationships

Pwi;off ð1þ twi;off Þ ¼ Pwd;off ð21Þ
Pi;off ð1þ ti;off Þ ¼ Pd;off ð22Þ

where Dm
X ;T (X = region A or B; T = in- or off-season;

m= origin l, d or i) is region X’s demand for apples
from origin m in season T, and l, d and i represents
local, domestic and imports, respectively. SmX ;T is region
X’s supply for apples from origin m in season T. Pwm,T

is consumers’ willingness to pay for apples from origin
m in season T, and Pm,T is price that suppliers receive
for selling apples from origin m in season T. αmX ;T is the
demand shock to consumers in region X for apples from
origin m in season T resulting from the information
obtained from carbon emission labeling. Twm,T is the
margin between consumers’ willingness to pay, and tm,T

is the margin between supplies for two competing types
of apples in each season.
These equations can be totally differentiated to create a

system of linear equations that characterizes shifts in
equilibrium conditions (market prices, quantities and
market shares in different apple market segments). A
complete model specification is provided in the
Technical Appendix, as well as variable and parameter
definitions in Table A1.

Model Inputs

For the econometric estimation, it is necessary to consider
a specific scenario to estimate realistic variable levels for
the model. In particular, a detailed scenario is needed to
obtain the carbon footprint estimates for products that
are in turn used to estimate the demand responses. We uti-
lized results from existing studies that analyzed the life
cycle assessment (LCA) of apples and include various
supply chain links representing the stages of the product’s
production, minimal processing and/or storage, distri-
bution and marketing (although some studies considered
consumers’ transportation to the retailer, storage and

cooking at home and waste, but we limited our scope to
the carbon emissions through the retailing stage of the
food supply chain).
The specific market we considered is the Colorado

apple market. Colorado is situated fairly centrally
within the USA, so it can be considered representative
in terms of geographic location. Significant volumes of
apple production remain within the state to serve local
and organic markets, although the state’s apple processing
industry has shrunk in response to international compe-
tition (Godin et al., 2008). The state government oversees
the ‘Colorado Proud’ program that promotes Colorado
grown products, and there were 39 active producers
selling in the market as of January 2012 (Colorado
Market Maker, 2012). Domestic apples are assumed to
be produced in Washington State, as it is by far the
largest fresh apple production source in the USA.
Washington apples were assumed to be produced in
Yakima County, the largest apple production county
within Washington State (National Agricultural Statistics
Service, United States Department of Agriculture,
2008). Yakima County is about 1915 km from Denver
by major transportation routes.
The off-season domestic apples are available through

CA storage, where apples are chilled at a temperature
of about 1°C. Imported apples are assumed to come
from Chile, which is the largest exporter of apples to
the USA and accounted for 57% of US total imports
of fresh apples in 2008 (National Agricultural Statistics
Service, United States Department of Agriculture, 2008).
Chilean apples are assumed to be produced in the
Acancágua Valley and transported to the Port of
Valparaíso (the nearest port and the second largest in
Chile) by truck for 120 km. The Chilean apples are then
transported 9145 km (4938 nautical miles in port-to-port
distance according to www.searates.com) by ship from
the Port of Valparaíso to Los Angeles. The driving distance
from Los Angeles to Denver is 1669 km (1037 miles) (note
that land distances are obtained using Google Map (http://
maps.google.no/). The supply scenarios are shown in
Figure 1. Following the ‘best practices’ recommendation
for producers, we considered CA as a standard practice
to handle apples and prevent degradation and assume
that, once apples have been initially cooled, these apples
continue to be held in CA until reaching the retailers.
Also note that CA is a fairly energy, and therefore,
carbon intensive treatment (Mitcham et al., 2011).

Carbon footprint estimation

The apple market is relatively well-studied in terms of
LCA; thus, we utilized existing research to impute our
carbon footprint estimates. Following the LCA literature,
estimates of energy use in each supply chain stage is pri-
marily obtained from Blanke and Burdick (2005) sup-
plemented with estimates compiled by the Seattle Food
System Enhancement Project (Morgan et al., 2007).
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The conversion from the energy use into carbon emis-
sions (in CO2E per unit of the product) varies by the
transportation mode or the energy source. Values of
energy use by transportation stage are converted to
carbon emissions based on the coefficients from Weber
and Matthews (2008); the energy for CA storage is
assumed to come from the electricity grid and conversion
coefficients are obtained from the International Energy
Agency (IEA, 2011). The parameter values and estimated
carbon footprints are shown in Table 1.

Demand parameters

The demand parameters used in the EDM model are
obtained from estimates from the national survey data in
Onozaka and McFadden (2011) in which consumers’ pre-
ferences for fresh apples are elicited via hypothetical choice
experiments. Because the experimental design and product
attributes are thoroughly discussed in that paper, only a
brief overview is provided here. The attributes included in
the choice experiments are the production locations
(locally grown, domestically grown and imported), and
the credence-based production practices (organic versus
non organic, fair trade versus non fair trade, and carbon
footprint), as well as unit prices. The choice experiment
responses were analyzed using a random parameter
framework and panel mixed logit estimation, and a
choice-specific individual-level willingness-to-pay (WTP)

distribution for each attribute was simulated (Hensher
and Greene, 2003; Train, 2003). In sum, they find that con-
sumers are most concerned about the production origin,
with strong preference for local and against imported
apples. The carbon footprint labels had significant but rela-
tively small effects. The interaction between the production
location and carbon footprint label was found to be signifi-
cant, such that local and foreign production are punished
more when associated with high carbon emission than
domestic production. The implication is that, although
consumers in general seem to favor local production, not
all local products would be valued similarly—high
carbon intensity local production will be punished with
lower WTP.
The demand side inputs needed for the EDM esti-

mation are the WTP values and demand elasticities.
Based on the estimation obtained by Onozaka and
McFadden (2011), first, median WTP values of the indi-
vidual-level WTP distribution for relevant labels were
computed for each individual in the sample. In this
process, WTP equations were evaluated at the corre-
sponding level of carbon estimates from Table 1 and the
production origins. The computed median WTP values
serve as the point estimate for individual’s WTP for a
certain attribute (or a combination of attributes), and
it is assumed that the individual would be willing to
pay for the attribute(s) if his/her median WTP is higher
than the market price premium. Secondly, by aggregating

Figure 1. Food supply chain scenarios.
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Table 1. Carbon footprint estimate.

Production source Energy per unit
Primary energy
requirement (MJ t−1)

Energy to carbon emissions
conversion

CO2 emissions
(kg CO2E t−1)

Chile Apple cultivation NA 950 NA 123.21

20 km transport to a packer (by light truck) 3.47 MJ t−1 km−1 2 69.4 0.0667 kg CO2 MJ−1 t−1 km−1 3 4.63
Initial cooling 86.3 MJ t−1 2 86.3 23.97 kWh MJ−1 t−1 4 8.94
120 km transport to a port (by truck) 1.38 MJ t−1 km−1 2 165.6 0.0667 kg CO2 MJ−1 t−1 km−1 3 11.04
9145 km Valparaiso-LA (by ship) 0.11 MJ t−1 km−1 2 1005.95 0.055 kg CO2 MJ−1 t−1 km−1 3 55.33
11 days cooling on board 10.8 MJ t−1 d−1 2 118.8 33 kWh MJ−1 t−1 4 21.35
1669 km to retail (by heavy truck) 1.38 MJ t−1 km−1 2 2303.22 0.0667 kg CO2 MJ−1 t−1 km−1 3 153.56
Cooling on truck 0.3 MJ t−1 km−1 2 500.7 139.08 kWh MJ−1 t−1 4 87.76
Total emissions 465.80

WA in local season Apple cultivation NA NA NA 110.231

16 km transport to a packer (by light truck) 3.47 MJ t−1 km−1 2 55.52 0.0667 kg CO2 MJ−1 t−1 km−1 3 3.70
Initial cooling 86.3 MJ t−1 2 86.3 23.97 kWh MJ−1 t−1 4 12.18
1915 km transport to retail (by heavy

truck)
1.38 MJ t−1 km−1 2 2642.7 0.0667 kg CO2 MJ−1 t−1 km−1 3 176.19

Cooling on truck 0.3 MJ t−1 km−1 2 574.5 159.58 kWh −1MJ t−1 4 100.69
Total emissions 402.99

WA local off-season Apple cultivation NA NA NA 110.231

16 km transport to a packer (by light truck) 3.47 MJ t−1 km−1 2 55.52 0.0667 kg CO2 MJ−1 t−1 km−1 3 3.70
Initial cooling 86.3 MJ t−1 2 86.3 23.97 kWh MJ−1 t−1 4 12.18
150 days CA storage 5.4 MJ t−1 d−1 2 810 225 kWh MJ−1 t−1 4 114.30
1915 km transport to retail (by heavy

truck)
1.38 MJ t−1 km−1 2 2642.7 0.0667 kg CO2 MJ−1 t−1 km−1 3 176.19

Cooling on truck 0.3 MJ t−1 km−1 2 574.5 159.58 kWh MJ−1 t−1 4 100.69
Total emissions 4169.02 517.29

Colorado in local season Apple cultivation NA NA NA 110.231

16 km transport to a packer (by light truck) 3.47 MJ t−1 km−1 2 55.52 0.0667 kg CO2 MJ−1 t−1 km−1 3 3.70
Initial cooling 86.3 MJ t−1 2 86.3 23.97 kWh MJ−1 t−1 4 12.18
65 km transport to retail (by heavy truck) 1.38 MJ t−1 km−1 2 89.7 0.0667 kg CO2 MJ−1 t−1 km−1 3 5.98
Cooling on truck 0.3 MJ t−1 km−1 2 19.5 5.42 kWh MJ−1 t−1 4 3.42
Total emissions 135.51

1 Seattle Food System Enhancement Project (Morgan et al. 2007).
2 Blanke and Burdick (2005).
3 Weber and Matthews (2008).
4 International Energy Agency (2011).
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over these individuals whose median WTP is higher than
the market level price premium, we plotted the market
share against various levels of price premiums that may
occur in the EDM. The elasticities were then calculated
as the percent change in market share as a result of a
one percent change in price at the relevant price point.
Figure 2 shows plots of estimated market share for
apples from Colorado (local) versus Washington (dom-
estic) and Washington (domestic) versus Chile
(imported). This is one unique aspect of the study
because the carbon footprint attribute may have a coun-
tervailing demand effect to the production source in
some cases; for example, domestic apples in the off-
season may be more carbon intensive, and a discount
on the footprint may offset the baseline preference for
domestic apples.
It shows that almost all consumers would prefer to pur-

chase local apples over domestic apples and domestic
apples over imported apples, if the prices are the same
(price premium at zero). As expected, the share of consu-
mers who would choose local apples versus domestic
apples and domestic apples versus imported apples
decreases as the price premium for the former types of
apples increased. From the market share results derived
in the simulation, the own and cross-price elasticities
were computed and used as inputs for the EDM models.

Supply parameters

Price margins, seasonal supply market shares and supply
elasticities were estimated using retail market prices, term-
inal market prices, farmers’ market prices, and supplies
for each market obtained from the USDA-AMS. The
Seattle (Los Angeles) terminal market price was used to
represent the price that representative domestic suppliers
received for selling domestic (or imported) apples in-
season (in the off-season when domestic supplies have
been exhausted). The Colorado farmers’ market price
was used to estimate the price that Colorado suppliers

received for selling Colorado apples to Colorado consu-
mers in-season (assuming Colorado apples are all con-
sumed in Colorado). Seasonal supplies for each market
were estimated. Decomposed supply elasticities were esti-
mated based on formulas given by Alston et al. (1995) and
Armington (1969).
The market margin between the Colorado farmers’

market and Seattle terminal market and the market
margin between Colorado farmers’ market and South
Central retail market were estimated to be very large
(104 and 58%). The price margin between the Seattle
terminal market and Los Angeles terminal market is
10% (because other sources compete in this market). As
expected, Colorado local and domestic apples are substi-
tutes during the local season, and similarly, domestic and
imported apples are substitutes in the off-season. The
supply of each group of apples is more elastic to the
other segment’s price change rather than to its own
price change. Colorado locally produced apples and
imported apples are more sensitive to price changes
than domestically produced apples.

Estimation Results

The EDM equations were solved using MATLAB, and
resulting changes in market equilibriums are shown in
Table 2. Two separate estimations were conducted based
on two scenarios—one in which only production origin
information is provided (‘location label’), and the other
in which both origin and carbon label are provided
(‘location + carbon label’). This way, the incremental
effect of carbon labeling over the origin designation infor-
mation was investigated.
The production location labels increase the demand for

both local and domestic apples in Colorado, and sub-
sequently, the supply price for local apples increases as
compared with domestic apples. In the rest of the USA,
demand for domestic apples decreases, resulting in a
decrease in absolute quantities. The combination of
carbon and production location information seems to
work complementarily in the conventional US harvest
season for local apples, and reduces the attractiveness of
domestic apples in Colorado. On the supply side, the
supply of local apples increaseswhile the supply of domestic
apples decreases both in Colorado and in the rest of USA,
resulting in a net decrease in the overall supply of apples.
The presence of a carbon label seems to diminish the attrac-
tiveness of local apples, and even more so for domestic
apples, resulting in smaller equilibrium quantities than in
the case of providing consumers only with location labels.
During the off-season, when only the location label is

provided, consumers’ preference for domestic apples
over imported apples puts upward pressure on the
demand for CA-stored domestic apples. Because domestic
and imported apples are substitutes, this will put upward
pressure on the price of domestic apples, as well as

Figure 2. Simulated market share of apples; Colorado versus
Washington apples and Washington versus Chilean apples.
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Table 2. Changes in overall carbon emission (in tonnes of CO2E).

In-season Off-season

Location label Location + carbon label Location label Location + carbon label

Base line price ($/lb) 15.3
Price premium 1.00 1.30 0.2 0.6
Pl,in 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.8
Pd,in/off 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Pi,off 1.3 0.9 1.3 0.9

Base quantities (mil. lb)
Dl

A,in 10
Dd

A,in 42.31
Dd

B,in 2933.1
Dd

A,off 21.15
Di

A,off 5.93
Dd

A,off 1471.55
Di

A,off 357.51
SlA,inf 10
SdA,in 42.31
SdB,in 2933.1
SdA,off 12.15
SiA,off 5.93
SdB,off 1471.55
SiB,off 357.51

Demand elasticities
εddA,in −0.05 −0.03 εddA,off −0.05 −0.01
εdlA,in 0.53 0.50 εdiA,off 2.05 1.06
εldA,in 2.65 2.24 εidA,off 2.83 1.87
εllA,in −0.91 −0.78 εiiA,off −0.17 −0.05
εddB,in −0.05 −0.13 εddB,off −0.05 −0.11

εdiB,off 2.05 1.06
εidB,off 2.83 1.87
εiiB,off −0.17 −0.05

Supply elasticities
Aggregate supply elasticity (β) 1
Transformation elasticity (τ) −1.8
Expansion elasticity (ρ) 1
βddA 1.15 βddA 1.18
βdiA −.65 βddB 1.16
βidA −0.15 βdiA −0.62
βllA 1.65 βidA −0.18
βddB 1 βiiA 1.62

βdiB −0.64
βidB −0.16
βiiB 1.64

Price margin
twd 0.583
twd 0.066
td 1.04
ti 0.101

Demand shocks
Local weights 0.595 0.663 Domestic 0.049 0.008
wDd
AA 0.809 wDd

AA 0.781
wDl
AA 0.191 wDi

AA 0.219
wDd
AT 0.014 wDd

AT 0.011
wDl
AT 0.003 wDi

BT 0.003
wDd
BT 0.983 wDd

AT 0.793
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downward pressure on the price of imported apples.
Overall, the demand for domestic apples increases by
more than 30%, whereas imported apple demand
increases by almost 60%. The large percentage increase
in imported apples is because of the smaller base con-
sumption of imported apples as compared with that of
domestic apples. The supplies of domestic and imported
apples also increase, and for domestic apples, that may
offset some of the lower demand for in-season apples,
essentially shifting major production regions to increase
the use of CA storage to manage their supplies.
However, when the carbon label is also provided,

imported apples are punished more for the high carbon
footprint than domestic apples, which reduces the WTP
for imported apples. As a market outcome, the demand
and supply for domestic apples increase (by about 6%),
whereas those of imported apples will now decrease (by
about 16%).

Changes in overall carbon emissions

Based on the results of the EDM model estimated above,
the overall changes in carbon emissions were computed
using the percent changes presented in Table 3 and the
base market quantities. The results are shown in
Table 4. During the local season, the quantity demanded
shifted from domestic to local production in Colorado,
and the quantities supplied decrease in the rest of the
USA, which leads to a net decrease in carbon emissions
in both scenarios. The estimated reduction in the carbon
footprint from the location designation is about 3%, and
it is significantly larger (22%) when a carbon label is
also provided. During the off-season, there is a net
increase in both domestic and imported apple quantities,
resulting in a net increase in carbon emissions in both
scenarios (37% with only the local label and 3% with
both labels). The much lower increase in carbon emissions
with the addition of carbon labeling is because consumers
shift demand from imports to domestic apples. In the

aggregate, providing a location designation label would
increase overall annual carbon emissions by 21%, but pro-
viding both location and carbon labeling would reduce
carbon emissions by 7%.

Discussion and Conclusions

This paper assessed the potential of eco-labeling schemes
to reduce overall carbon emissions in the fresh apple
market. In particular, we considered not only origin
designation labels, such as locally produced, but also
carbon labels (hypothetical in the current US market) in
which the amount of GHGs emitted from the production
and the distribution of the product is provided to con-
sumers, as a potential mitigating factor to reduce overall
carbon emissions. By employing a customized EDM,
the demand and supply responses resulting from the
implementation of these labeling schemes were estimated
while the market-wide effects are taken into account. The
results show that, with eco-labels, demand and supply
both shift toward local apples in the local in-season and
toward domestic apples in the off-season. These shifts
lead to a net decrease in carbon emissions during the
local season (considered a positive impact), and the
decrease is greater if a carbon label is provided. Thus,
both types of labels led to a net positive impact (decrease
in expected levels) on overall carbon emissions during the
local production season.
During the off-season, however, the results are more

complex. Due to the strong consumer preference for
domestic apples, both the demand and supply of
domestic apples increase (perhaps as more in-season
apples are stored and shifted to off-season supplies
for the US market when no local alternatives are
available). At the same time, the relatively lower price
for imported apples contributes to a higher equilibrium
quantity for imported apples, resulting in net quantity
increases for both domestic and imported apples. This

Table 2. (Cont.)

In-season Off-season

Location label Location + carbon label Location label Location + carbon label

wDd
BB 1 wDi

BT 0.193
wSd
AA 0.809 wDd

BB 0.804
wSL
AA 0.191 wDi

BB 0.196
wSd
BB 1 wSd

AA 0.781
wSd
AT 0.014 wSi

AA 0.219
wSl
AT 0.003 wSd

BB 0.804
wSd
BT 0.983 wSi

BB 0.196
wSd
AT 0.011

wSi
AT 0.003

wSd
BT 0.793

wSi
BT 0.193
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leads to a net increase in carbon emissions during the local
off-season. However, providing a carbon label would par-
tially mitigate the increased carbon emissions, as consu-
mers ‘penalize’ the product with higher carbon emissions,
resulting in a smaller increase in equilibrium quantities
for both domestic and imported apples.
Since this paper’s motivation was to explore whether

market-based approaches may be considered as a viable
alternative to at least partially mitigate global carbon
growth, we will now revisit whether the potential market
responses and system-wide impacts from carbon labeling
we modeled inform this discussion. The important impli-
cations of our results are, although the location desig-
nation information shifts consumers demand to ‘closer’
origins, it will not necessarily lead to a reduction in
carbon emissions, as many consumers may believe. This
is somewhat related to the moral licensing discussed in

Jacobsen et al. (2010) (in that case, that people may use
more electricity after signing up for a green electricity
program).
Duram and Oberholtzer (2010) previously motivated

the need for systematic approaches to local food in this
forum when they concluded, ‘the geography of local
food is specifically addressed by describing methods for
assessing natural resource use in local food, including
food miles, consumer transportation, scale and commu-
nity, agricultural methods and diet.’ Along these lines,
the policy implications of our results represent an interest-
ing interface between consumer behavior and market-
driven labeling schemes: If consumers feel that the
eating of locally grown apples is morally more justifiable
and therefore consume more apples, the net impact to
environmental quality can be negative if seasonal
aspects of production are not taken into consideration.

Table 3. Changes in market outcomes (in percent).

In-season Off-season

Variables Location label Location + carbon label Variables Location label Location + carbon label

Shock for local γ= 0.595 γ= 0.663 Shock for domestic γ= 0.008 γ= 0.073
%ΔDd

A 61.26 43.69 %ΔDd
A 32.19 6.80

%ΔDl
A 167.25 139.35 %ΔDi

A 57.96 −13.22
%ΔDd

B −4.62 −23.15 %ΔDd
B 32.19 6.60

%ΔDi
B 57.66 −16.32

%ΔSdA −68.79 −78.19 %ΔSdA 33.82 6.43
%ΔSlA 167.25 139.25 %ΔSiA 56.04 −16.10
%ΔSdB −2.77 −21.42 %ΔSdB 32.17 6.61

%ΔSiB 57.69 −16.28
%Δ Pwd 92.42 81.18 %Δ Pwd 22.46 6.84
%ΔPwl 150.72 139.48 %Δ Pwi 15.86 0.24
%ΔPd −2.77 −21.42 %Δ Pd 49.98 0.21
%Δ Pl 101.23 82.58 %Δ Pi 39.88 −9.89

Table 4. Changes in overall carbon emission (in tonnes of CO2E)
2.

Base After label implementation

Season Region Origin Location label Location + carbon label

IN Local Local 512 1368 1226
Domestic 8346 13,459 11,993

Domestic Domestic 556,223 530,526 427,457
Total 565,081 545,353 (−3%) 440,676 (−22%)

OFF Local Domestic 5357 7081 5721
Imported 1244 1966 1080

Domestic Domestic 356,991 471,907 380,553
Imported 73,700 116,195 61,672

Total 437,292 597,149 (+37%) 449,026 (+3%)
Annual1 479,889 579,884 (+21%) 446,242 (−7%)

1 Based on the weighted average (in-season: 4 months; off-season: 8 months).
2 In lieu of a sensitivity analysis, markets are shocked at two different points, at the current market level (shown above) and at the point
of the median consumer (details of this point are provided in a companion paper, Hu et al., 2012). The resulting overall changes in
carbon emissions are similar to the results shown here and therefore were omitted from this table.
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The lesson is that one needs to consider the market-wide
effects, rather than any single agent’s actions, to assess the
overall impact of cause-driven marketing.
The use of a customized EDM model to assess such

overall impacts is novel; however, the EDM model
specified in this study is necessarily based on a fairly
specific scenario to allow for realistic assumptions to
estimate the model. Although we selected a scenario
that can be viewed as representative for numerous
locations in the USA in terms of product choice, market
selection, seasonality and in the calculation of the
carbon footprint, careful interpretation of the results is
recommended. For example, many products cannot be
shifted to local systems because of climatic conditions.
Moreover, many products cannot be stored, so year-
round supplies from local, or even domestic, sources
would require a more significant shift in the food
system, such as investments in capital for season extension
(Plawecki et al., 2014), and again, this analysis may
suggest that to do so would not be desirable. In short, dis-
cussion of these issues requires careful deliberation on the
particulars of the food supply chain for each type of food.
This EDM model is based on a single commodity

market (i.e., the fresh apple market). Thus, any substi-
tution effect outside this specific market is not considered
in the model. Although we argue that such substitution
may not be large in the apple market, considering the
intensive versus extensive margins may be important in
analyzing different markets (e.g., substitution between
beef and chicken rather than two products only differen-
tiated by origin of production). However, also bear in
mind that any alternative course of actions that involves
more significant dietary changes will probably be less of
a marginal change (given the separability assumed in
demand systems), and thus, expected in fewer cases.
Switching to apples from a different origin, on the other
hand, may be viewed as a less drastic change that
more individuals might actually undergo, and therefore,
results in a larger overall effect.
It is important to recall the simplifying assumption we

imposed that ‘locally grown’ products are only available
in Colorado. It is the case that all US states have programs
to promote products grown within their state, but extend-
ing the EDM model to a broader set of local designations
with various growing and transportation conditions pre-
sented us with a challenge. Such a task is daunting, if not
impossible. However, we can still gain insights from the
current model. For example, given the high interest in
buying locally grown produce among the US consumers,
we can assume a similar response to origin designation
labels on other products and in different locations (i.e., a
shift from products with a domestic origin to those of a
local origin), and the resulting impact on carbon emissions
is likely to be larger than those presented in this study once
all states/regions are considered.
The public good analyzed in this paper was the overall

reduction in carbon emissions, but the extension and

development of regional food systems may go beyond the
concerns about carbon footprint, as various consumer
research studies indicate (Schaefer and Blanke, 2014).
Thus, including other non-market benefits resulting from
the market responses to these labels considered is impor-
tant if the welfare measures and potential alternative out-
comes (e.g., land conserved, jobs created) are of interest.
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Technical Appendix

The market system depicted by equations (1)–(22) is exogenously ‘shocked’ by α, in this case, designating the introduc-
tion and use of geographic origin and carbon labels. Our aim in EDM is to assess the resulting changes in market
outcomes. This can be achieved by totally differentiating equations (1)–(22), which yields the following equations:

dlnðDl
A;inÞ ¼ εllAdlnðPwl;inÞ þ εldA dlnðPwd;inÞ þ γ ð10Þ

dlnðDd
A;inÞ ¼ εdlAdlnðPwl;inÞ þ εddA dlnðPwd;inÞ þ wDl

AA

wDd
AA

γ ð20Þ

dln SlA;in
� �

¼ βllAdlnðPl;inÞ þ βldA dlnðPd;inÞ ð30Þ

dln SdA;in
� �

¼ βdlAdlnðPl;inÞ þ βddA dlnðPd;inÞ ð40Þ

dlnðDd
B;inÞ ¼ εddB dlnðPwd;inÞ þ wDl

AT

wDd
BT

γ ð50Þ

dln SdB;in
� �

¼ βddB dlnðPd;inÞ ð60Þ

dln Dl
A;in

� �
¼ dln SlA;in

� �
ð70Þ

wDd
ATdln Dd

A;in

� �
þ wDd

BTdln Dd
B;in

� �
¼ wSd

ATdln SdA;in
� �

þ wSd
BTdlnðSdB;inÞ ð80Þ

dlnPwl;in ¼ dln Pwd;in
� �þ twd ð90Þ

dlnPl;in ¼ dln Pd;in
� �þ td ð100Þ

dlnðDd
A;off Þ ¼ εddA dlnðPwd ;off Þ þ εdiAdlnðPwi;off Þ þ γ ð110Þ

dlnðDi
A;off Þ ¼ εidA dlnðPwd;off Þ þ εiiAdlnðPwi;off Þ þ wDd

AA

wDi
AA

γ ð120Þ

dln SdA;off
� �

¼ βddA dlnðPd;off Þ þ βdiAdlnðPi;off Þ ð130Þ

dln SiA;off
� �

¼ βidA dlnðPd;off Þ þ βiiAdlnðPi;off Þ ð140Þ

dlnðDd
B;off Þ ¼ εddB dlnðPwd;off Þ þ εdiB dlnðPwi;off Þ þ wDd

AT

wDd
BT

γ ð150Þ

dlnðDi
B;off Þ ¼ εiiBdlnðPwi;off Þ þ εidB dlnðPwd;off Þ þ wDd

AT

wDi
BT

γ ð160Þ

dln SdB;off
� �

¼ βddB dlnðPd;off Þ þ βdiB dlnðPi;off Þ ð170Þ

dln SiB;off
� �

¼ βidB dlnðPd;off Þ þ βiiBdlnðPi;off Þ ð180Þ

wDd
ATdln Dd

A;off

� �
þ wDd

BTdln Dd
B;off

� �
¼ wSd

ATdln SdA;off
� �

þ wSd
BTdlnðSdB;off Þ ð190Þ

wDi
ATdln Di

A;off

� �
þ wDi

BTdln Di
B;off

� �
¼ wSi

ATdln SiA;off
� �

þ wSi
BTdlnðSiB;off Þ ð200Þ

dlnPwd;off ¼ dln Pwi;off
� �þ twi ð210Þ

dlnPd;off ¼ dln Pi;off
� �þ ti ð220Þ

The above equations model the system-wide shift due to the exogenous shock, α. All the parameter and variable
definitions in equations (1′)–(22′) are summarized in Table A1. These 22 linear equations can be rearranged and
written in a matrix form A ×Y =X, where A and X are the matrix of parameters and Y is a matrix of endogenous
variables:
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A ¼

1 �εllA 0 �εldA 0 �εliA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 �εdlA 1 �εddA 0 �εdiA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 �εilA 0 �εidA 1 �εiiA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 �βFFA 0 �βFSA 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �βSFA 1 �βSSA 0 0 0
0 0 0 �εddB 0 �εdiB 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 �εidB 0 �εiiB 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �βSSB 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 �1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 � 1

βFFA
1 0 0 0 0 0

0 �1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 �1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �1 0 1 0 0 0

2
666666666666666666666664

3
777777777777777777777775

Y ¼

dln Dl
A

� �
dln Plð Þ
dln Dd

A

� �
dlnðPdÞ
dln Di

A

� �
dlnðPiÞ
dln SFA

� �
dln PFð Þ
dln SSA

� �
dln PSð Þ
dln Dd

B

� �

dln Di
B

� �

dlnðSSBÞ

2
6666666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777777775

X ¼

�γ

wDl
AA

wDd
AA

γ

wDl
AA

wDi
AA

γ

�αFgA dlnwAg � αFmA dlnwF
Am � δ

�αSgA dlnwAg � αSmA dlnwS
Am � wSF

AA

wSS
AA

δ

0
0
0
0

�θFAgdlnwAg � θFAmdlnw
F
Am

�td
�ti
�ts

2
66666666666666666666666666666664

3
77777777777777777777777777777775

Our goal is to obtain the resulting changes in outcomes (Y) given the initial market equilibrium conditions and
parameter values. These ‘input’ values are described in Model Inputs section, and also summarized in Table A2.
The above system can be solved by multiplying both sides by the inverted matrix A; Y=A−1 ×X.
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Table A1. Variable and parameter definitions.

Variable Definition

Demand
Pwm,T Consumers’ willingness to pay for apple m in season T
∝m

R;T
The change in price for apple m due to information that consumers receive through the carbon labeling efforts in

season T in region R
Dm

R;T
Demand for apples m in season T in region R

Supply
Pm,T Supply price of apple m in season T
SmR;T

Supply of apples m in season T in region R

Price margins
twd Margin between consumers’ willingness to pay for local apples and domestic apples in-season
twi Margin between consumers’ willingness to pay for domestic apples and imported apples off-season
td Margin between supply price of local apples and domestic apples in-season
ti Margin between supply price of domestic apples and imported apples off-season

Weights
WRR

Dm Region R share of demand for apple m with respect to region R total demand in-/off-season
WRT

Dm Region R share of demand for apple m with respect to US total demand in-/off-season
WRR

Sm Region R share of supply of apple m with respect to region R total supply in-/off-season
WRT

Sm Region R share of supply of apple m with respect to US total supply in-/off-season

Elasticities
εmm
R;T

Apple m own price demand elasticity in season T in region R

εmn
R;T

Apple m cross-price demand elasticity with respect to apple n price (WTP) in season T in region R

βmm
R Apple m own price supply elasticity in region R
βmn
R Apple m cross-price supply elasticity with respect to apple n price in region R

Others
γ Demand shocks
αm Expenditure elasticity of apple m
ρm Expansion elasticity of apple m
ϑ Elasticity of substitution
τ Elasticity of transformation
ε Aggregate own price elasticities of demand
β Aggregate own price elasticities of supply

Table A2. Parameter and variable values.

In-season Off-season

Location label Location + carbon label Location label Location + carbon label

Base line price ($/lb) 1.53
Price premium 1.00 1.30 0.2 0.6
Pl;in 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.8
Pd;in=off 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Pi;off 1.3 0.9 1.3 0.9

Base quantities (mil. lb)
Dl

A;in
10

Dd
A;in

42.31

Dd
B;in

2933.1

Dd
A;off

21.15

Di
A;off

5.93

Dd
B;off

1471.55

Di
B;off

357.51

SlA;in
10

SdA;in
42.31
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Table A2. (Cont.)

In-season Off-season

Location label Location + carbon label Location label Location + carbon label

SdB;in
2933.1

SdA;off
21.15

SiA;off
5.93

SdB;off
1471.55

SiB;off
357.51

Demand elasticities
εddA;in

−0.05 −0.13 εddA;off −0.05 −0.11
εdlA;in

0.53 0.50 εdiA;off 2.05 1.06

εldA;in
2.65 2.24 εidA;off 2.83 1.87

εllA;in
−0.91 −0.78 εiiA;off −0.17 −0.05

εddB;in
−0.05 −0.13 εddB;off −0.05 −0.11

εdiB;off 2.05 1.06
εidB;off 2.83 1.87
εiiB;off −0.17 −0.05

Supply elasticities
Aggregate supply elasticity (β) 1
Transformation elasticity (τ)−1.8
Expansion elasticity (ρ) 1
βddA 1.15 βddA 1.18

βdlA −0.65 βddB 1.16

βldA −0.15 βdiA −0.62

βllA 1.65 βidA −0.18

βddB 1 βiiA 1.62

βdiB −0.64
βidB −0.16
βiiB 1.64

Price margin
twd 0.583
twi 0.066
td 1.04
ti 0.101

Demand shocks
Local 0.595 0.663 Domestic 0.049 0.008
Weights
wDd
AA

0.809 wDd
AA 0.781

wDl
AA

0.191 wDi
AA 0.219

wDd
AT

0.014 wDd
AT 0.011

wDl
AT

0.003 wDi
AT 0.003

wDd
BT

0.983 wDd
BT 0.793

wDd
BB

1 wDi
BT 0.193

wSd
AA

0.809 wDd
BB 0.804

wSl
AA

0.191 wDi
BB 0.196

wSd
BB

1 wSd
AA 0.781

wSd
AT

0.014 wSi
AA 0.219

wSl
AT

0.003 wSd
BB 0.804

wSd
BT

0.983 wSi
BB 0.196

wSd
AT 0.011

wSi
AT 0.003

wSd
BT 0.793

wSi
BT 0.193
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